
 

 

 

 
ALKILU’s TripLit, the World’s First Portable OLED Lamp, is now available for Sale 

following its successful KickStarter campaign 

 

Los Angeles, CA – ALKILU is now in full production and sales of its flagship product - the 

TripLit, a portable, eco-friendly lamp specifically designed for everyday activities and 

emergency kits. After successfully funding its Kickstarter campaign, where it reached over 25 

percent of its initial funding goal in the first 24 hours, ALKILU has formally begun mass 

production of its high quality, energy efficient and sustainable portable lamp - available for 

purchase now at www.alkilu.com. 

 

TripLit, the organic light emitting diode (OLED) lamp, is the first affordable consumer product of 

its kind to hit the market and can travel easily with users anywhere and everywhere. It can be 

used for multiple outdoor activities, from camping to sporting events and everyday tasks, TripLit 

has the ability to last over 30 hours with no replacement batteries needed. All users need is a 

readily available microUSB or ALKILU’s high efficiency Solar Charger to fully charge TripLit in 

a few hours. 

 

“Never before has there been an OLED lighting device so readily accessible at such a 

competitive price,” said Alex Khayat, CEO of ALKILU. “It’s energy efficient, compact, bright and 

really easy for people to transport. Consumers are ready for new innovations in this segment, 

and it has become evident by the huge reception that our KickStarter campaign received 

followed by the current high demand for the product on our website.” 

 

The ALKILU team is focused on creating an inexpensive device that would have less impact on 

the environment and provide a safer lighting alternative for users by eliminating UV rays; 

providing  the closest thing to natural lighting that won’t attract bugs or produce heat, making it 

safe to touch and usable during all activities. TripLit’s built-in hook makes it easy to hang inside 

tents or on trees, and it can easily be extended or flipped to sit on any surface, for ambient or 

task lighting. It also comes with three dimming levels for a myriad of different applications - such 

as a desk lamp. 

 

ALKILU utilizes OLED panels from LG Display for TripLit’s internal lighting system. Paired with 

the included high current wall charger or the compact solar charger with dual-USB ports in the 

combo pack, TripLit is the perfect lighting device to include in an emergency preparedness kit, 

car's accessory box or in a travelers' backpack.  

 

 

About  ALKILU Enterprises, LLC 

ALKILU was founded in 2013 and is based in Southern California. Their mission is to make 

OLED products part of everyday life. With the help of leading manufacturers from around the 

globe, they’re currently developing an innovative line of OLED products designed to meet the 

everyday needs of consumers. For more information, visit http://www.alkilu.com   

http://www.alkilu.com/

